Modulation of growth and of morphological characteristics in glioma cells by nerve growth factor and glia maturation factor.
Anaplastic glioma T9 cells were treated with either nerve growth factor (NGF) or glia maturation factor (GMF) or both. It was found that, when T9 cells were treated with these factors in a chemically defined medium, both NGF and GMF induced characteristic changes of cell morphology and growth pattern. Several differences in the effects of NGF and GMF were noted. NGF retarded growth rate, whereas GMF did not. The cells treated with NGF were characterized by a flattened extended cytoplasm with numerous protruding processes. The cell masses were somatically connected by cell bridges. GMF, on the other hand, produced slender cells with long, branching processes forming an interconnecting cell net. Concomitant administration of NGF and GMF retarded cell growth as was demonstrated with NGF alone and induced morphological changes predominantly attributable to GMF. The maximal effect of either NGF or GMF or both was attained after 4 days of treatment. A withdrawal of the factors from the medium following various periods of treatment revealed that the effects of GMF were readily reversible while morphological changes induced by NGF persisted in its absence.